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ABSTRACT
A student’s ability to regulate their thoughts, emotions and
behaviors in the face of temptation is linked to their task specific
motivational goals and dispositions. Behavioral tasks are designed
to strain a targeted resource to differentiate individuals through
measures of their performance. In this paper, we explore how
student behavior on differentially gamed learning material relates
to estimates of student motivational goals and dispositions. We
leverage observations of students in two different courses using an
intelligent tutoring system over an entire academic year. We use a
previously validated heuristic model of gaming detection to label
instances of gaming. Each student’s tendency to game is estimated
separately using highly gamed and non-highly gamed sections of
the course. Each estimate of student gaming is compared to precourse self-reported measures of student motivations. Results
indicate that in naturalistic settings, gaming on more challenging
materials is less influenced by student motivations and potentially
a result of adaptive learning behaviors. Similarly, student gaming
estimates using only non-highly gamed material are significantly
related to all targeted motivation measures. Implications and future
directions are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Students in the US currently spend on average between 20-25 hours
per academic year on standardized testing [31]. The largest cost of
formal standardized tests is the cost of lost learning opportunities
for students. Additionally, these formalized, high-stakes
assessments also lead to a range of other systemic effects, such as
reductions in topical coverage and cultures of teaching to the test,
that result in negative impacts to student learning [1]. While the
need for measurement of student performance at all levels is
necessary for the continued improvement of educational
institutions, there is a need to identify solutions that balance the
need for information on institutional performance with the learning
needs of the student.
The increased prevalence of digital learning resources in schools
has created an opportunity to explore an alternative solution to
standardized testing. [28] demonstrated the viability of leveraging
longitudinal observations of student performance in an intelligent
tutoring system to match assessments of student mathematics
aptitude from standardized exams. Similarly, [33], demonstrated
how the educational design process can be extended to designing
of educational games to produce game-based activities that produce
valid assessments of student skill.
Student cognitive skill is only half of the formula for student
success; they must also have the motivation to apply those skills

diligently over time to achieve [12]. Currently there are inadequate
instruments available for high stakes measurement of student
motivational constructs [14].
Self-regulation related learner behaviors are linked to student
motivations. The characteristics of the context when students
demonstrate failures to self-regulate their learning behaviors can be
informative of their motivational goals [30], their perceived value
of the activity [16], and their beliefs about their self-efficacy [34].
Drawing on design principles of psychometric behavioral tasks, we
believe we can identify contexts that sufficiently load on student
self-regulation to measure student motivations. In this paper, we
seek to explore the feasibility of leveraging observations of
students’ self-regulation as measured by gaming the system
behaviors to measure student motivational goals and dispositions.

2. MOTIVATION
We define motivation as the orienting and invigorating impact on
both behavior and cognition of prospective reward [10]. For this
study, we focus on a set of well-defined goals and dispositions that
have been shown to influence student motivation and achievement.
A student’s interest in a domain will influence the subjective value
any task from that domain. This perceived expected value from
completing a task influences students’ self-regulation decisions
[25]. Students vary in their beliefs about their ability to successfully
complete a task, their self-efficacy, and this difference in appraisal
affects motivation to apply effort to a task [4]. Effort regulation
describes the ability of students to motivate themselves and
persevere on a task in the face of difficulty or failure [26]. Growth
mindset captures the beliefs students have about the nature of
intelligence and whether or not it is malleable [15]. As with selfefficacy, mindsets impact motivation through task appraisals.
Student goals in academic tasks can be described using a two
dimensional representation of mastery vs performance and
approach versus avoidance [35]. Students with mastery approach
goals set goals to learn any assigned knowledge and skills. Students
with performance approach goals are motivated by a desire to
perform better than their peers, while performance avoidant
students are motivated by goals to avoid performing worse than
their peers.

3. RELATED WORK
A significant body of prior work has focused on assessing momentby-moment motivation through detectors of affect [11] and
engagement [9,13,19]. However, work analyzing the link between
fine-grained behavioral measures and motivational goals and
dispositions is much more limited.
[29] created a rational model of student affect that leveraged a range
of individual attributes including Big 5 personality measures and
achievement goals. This work established the value of students’

achievement goals on predicting moment by moment motivations
as inferred by affect.
Several researchers attempted to identify task specific behaviors
that rationally should be linked to achievement goals. [21]
attempted to relate help-seeking behaviors while using an ITS to
achievement goals. Researchers expected mastery-oriented
students to be more likely to use a glossary/index resource, while
performance-oriented students might tend to ask for hints from the
tutor instead. No significant relationship between self-reported
achievement goals and help-seeking behaviors was found.
However, task achievement goals as predicted by choice of help
resources did relate to learning outcomes as would be predicted by
achievement goal theory.
[27] expanded on this work and attempted to relate task choice,
where descriptions of each task were closely linked to
corresponding achievement goals, to self-reported achievement
goals and learning outcomes. In this work, task achievement goals
as inferred by task choice predicted learning outcomes for the
lesson but did not align with self-reported achievement goals.
However, self-reported achievement goals were more predictive of
course outcomes. Researchers speculated that self-reported goals
might reflect an average tendency to be motivated by particular
goals over a range of tasks within the domain and thus explaining
alignment with more aggregated measures such as course
outcomes.
Gaming the system, a pattern of behavior where students abuse the
design of the learning environment to answer a particular question,
is a well-documented behavior that has been linked to poor learning
outcomes [2]. In [3], the authors test the relationship between a
range of student motivations and gaming the system behaviors
across two different ITS’s. The study results supported a link
between gaming behaviors and some motivational measures but not
others. One of the strongest results indicated that student’s attitudes
and interest towards the domain was related to observed gaming
frequency. There was also strong support for a link between
experiences of frustration and gaming as well as a lack of drive to
motivate themselves on tasks in general as well as in the face of
challenge. The results demonstrated mixed or weak support for a
relationship with growth mindset and perceptions of the helpfulness
of the ITS help resources. Interestingly, the researchers failed to
identify a relationship between observed gaming and performance
goals, though the performance goal measures were not drawn from
validated achievement goal instruments. Furthermore, this study
used strictly observed gaming frequencies. Subsequent work has
identified the joint role of contextual and student factors in
explaining gaming behaviors [20,23].
In this paper, we seek to answer two main research questions.
Research Question #1: How does the relationship between gaming
and measures of motivation differ when gaming estimates are
derived from either raw observations of gaming or using random
effects models that account for both student-level and contextual
variation. Research Question #2: How does student performance on
educational content with varying degrees of gaming frequency
relate to their different motivational goals and dispositions?

4. THE DATASET
For this study, we used a dataset drawn from [17] that was collected
as part of a year-long study [6] in a suburban middle school in a
mid-atlantic state.
The students used the Carnegie Learning Cognitive Tutor software
(CogTutor). The CogTutor software provides adaptive instruction
based on a fine-grained skill representation of the domain. The

application divides problems into steps that must be answered
individually and each map to independent skills in the domain
model. Student practice problems are selected according to whether
they have demonstrated mastery of necessary skills. The instruction
is also scaffolded, allowing students to request multiple levels of
hints at every step of the problem, providing on-demand problem
scaffolding that provides increasingly informative support to the
students. The data logs generated by the software are transformed
into the standard learning data format specified by [17] before
being utilized in this analysis. This format specifies how long
students spend on every interaction, whether the action was correct,
incorrect, or a hint, and what skill is associated with a specific
problem step. Each interaction is represented as a single student
transaction in the dataset, which includes over 2M such transactions
across all students analyzed.
The dataset includes 189 students across 7 pre-algebra classes and
5 geometry classes. The population is predominantly
white/Caucasian with only 2% of the sample being non-white. 56%
of the students are female and 22% received either free or reduced
lunch. The classes used the tutor for an entire academic year with
an average of close to two class periods per week on the tutor.
While the original dataset included 240 students across both of
these courses, students with incomplete grade and survey responses
were eliminated.
Additionally, some students and curricular sections were excluded
due to having low observations in the data. The median student was
observed during at least 40 sessions. However, 18 students were
eliminated because EDA indicated these students as different from
most others. The excluded students were observed in less than 20
class sessions and completed on average 780 total interactions with
the system over the course of the year. By contrast, the median
student completed about 15k transactions over the course of 40
sessions on average. These students weree excluded from analysis
because they appear unengaged and/or unmotivated, but there are
so few observations of their behavior that drawing any conclusions
from limited data is more prone to unobserved confounds.
Similarly, transactions from 31 sections are excluded from the
dataset because they were observed with less than 6 students
completing any work in the section. These sections are excluded
because such sections might be measurements of only the fastest
working or highest achieving students, thus introducing a bias to
observations of gaming within those sections.

4.1 Motivational Measures
In addition to fine-grained student log data, several survey
measures were collected at the beginning of the course to measure
students’ pre-course motivational goals and dispositions. Each
scale utilized was drawn from well-validated instruments. Survey
measures include scales for interest in math[18], self-efficacy [5],
effort regulation [26], growth mindset[8] and achievement goals
[35]. Questions from each scale are include in Figure 1 below. Each
question was answered using a 5-point Likert rating, and responses
for each scale were summed to represent students’ motivation along
each dimension.

4.2 Gaming the System Behaviors
We used the heuristic model of gaming behaviors introduced by
[22] as this model appeared to produce better kappa on unseen data
from across multiple systems including the CogTutor. Using this
model, individual transactions were labeled according to a
taxonomy that captures a range of relevant behaviors such as
thinking before a hint request, spending time reading hint requests,
and variations of guessing behaviors. Transactions are labeled as

Interest in Math
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Math is practical for me to know
Math helps me in my daily life outside of school
It is important to me to be a person who thinks mathematically
Thinking mathematically is an important part of who I am
I enjoy the subject of math
I like math
I enjoy doing math
Math is exciting for me

Self-Efficacy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I am confident that I will do well in math class
I expect to do well in math
I am confident that I can learn future math concepts
Considering the difficulty of this course, I think I will do well in
mathematics in the future
I am confident that I will do an excellent job on future math
problems.

Effort Regulation
1.
2.
3.
4.

I often feel so lazy or bored when I do homework for math class
that I quit before I finish what I planned to do.
I work hard to do well in math class even if I don't like what we
are doing.
When class work is difficult, I give up or only study the easy parts.
Even when math class assignments are dull and uninteresting, I
manage to keep working until I finish.

Growth Mindset
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You have a certain amount of intelligence and you really can’t do
too much to change it.
Your intelligence is something about you that you can’t change
very much.
You can learn new things, but you can’t really change your
intelligence.
No matter who you are, you can change your intelligence a lot.
You can always greatly change how intelligent you are.
No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always
change it quite a bit.

Achievement Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

My aim is to completely master the material presented in this
unit.
In this unit, I am striving to do well compared to other students.
In this unit, my goal is to learn as much as possible.
In this unit, my aim is to perform well relative to other students.
In this unit, my goal is to avoid performing poorly compared to
others.
I am striving to understand the content of this unit as thoroughly
as possible
My goal is to perform better than the other students in this unit
In this unit, I am striving to avoid performing worse than others.
In this unit, my aim is to avoid doing worse than other students.

Figure 1. Motivational survey inventory
gaming if they are a member of a set of subsequent transactions that
matches one of the thirteen identified patterns by [22] and shown
in Figure 2. The patterns encode two primary types of gaming:
guessing and hint abuse. Guessing patterns include placing the
same answer incorrectly into multiple available answer slots and
answering the same question rapidly with very small changes in the
answer across attempts. Hint abuse patterns include not stopping to
think about multiple subsequent errors before requesting help and
rapidly requesting hints to seek a bottom-out hint, which in the
CogTutor environment is simply the answer to the problem step
given as the second or third hint.
Transactions are rolled-up into student steps, where each student
step encapsulates metadata about all the transactions associated
with a problem step until a correct answer is reached. Each student
step is labeled as gamed if any transaction associated with the step

was also labelled gamed. The resulting student step data was
utilized to calculate student and content gaming frequencies.
The overall dataset included 3.5% gamed student steps. These
numbers align reasonably well with gaming frequencies observed
in prior work on CogTutor data. [2] found students gaming the
system about 3% of the time based on in-classroom human
observations. [24] found a slightly higher overall gaming frequency
of 6.8% in their dataset utilizing the same detection model as used
here. However, this deviation isn’t so different that it is due to
significant unobserved differences in the populations.
incorrect → [guess] & [same answer/diff. context] & incorrect
incorrect → [similar answer] [same context] & incorrect → [similar
answer] & [same context] & attempt
incorrect → [similar answer] & incorrect → [same answer/diff. context] &
attempt
[guess] & incorrect → [guess] & [diff. answer AND/OR diff. context] &
incorrect → [guess] & [diff. answer AND/OR diff. context & attempt
incorrect → [similar answer] & incorrect → [guess] & attempt
help & [searching for bottom-out hint] → incorrect → [similar answer] &
incorrect
incorrect → [same answer/diff. context] & incorrect → [switched context
before correct] & attempt/help
bug → [same answer/diff. context] & correct → bug
incorrect → [similar answer] & incorrect → [switched context before
correct] & incorrect
incorrect → [switched context before correct] & incorrect → [similar
answer] & incorrect
incorrect → [similar answer] & incorrect → [did not think before help] &
help → incorrect (with first or second answer similar to the last one)
help → incorrect → incorrect → incorrect (with at least one similar answer
between steps)
incorrect → incorrect → incorrect → [did not think before help request] &
help (at least one similar answer between steps)

Figure 2. Patterns of Gaming
The CogTutor content is organized hierarchically into multiple
units. Each unit consists of several sections that themselves have
multiple skills to be learned. Each section has problems that are
divided into highly granular steps which each are associated with
at least one skill. We chose to group observations at the section
level to capture differences across the curriculum with sufficient
resolution while having sufficient observations across students to
make reasonable estimates of gaming frequency. The data included
206 sections with a mean gaming frequency of 1.95% and a
standard deviation of 1.7%. A number of sections were found to
have 0 observed gaming, while there was one extreme outlier
section with a frequency of 12.12%.
Unlike in prior work, [2], no students were found to have never
gamed throughout the year. The average student was observed
gaming 3.66% of the time with a standard deviation of 1.16%. The
minimum observed gaming frequency for students was 1.98%
while the maximum observed was 11.95%.

4.3 Comparing measures of gaming
In this study, we generate four estimates of student gaming and
compare these estimates of student gaming frequency to each
motivational measure using partial correlations. In the partial
correlations, we control for gender, ethnicity, and free/reduced
lunch status.
𝑥𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠

(1)

𝜃𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

(2)

𝑃(𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑑) ~ (1 |𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 ) + (1|𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

(3)

𝜃𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑒 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡

To investigate RQ1, we calculate student gaming using frequencies
calculated using only raw observations for each student as shown
in Eq 1. We also predict gaming on each step using a random effects
model with a random effect for student and section as shown in Eq
2. The model is fit over all observed student steps and the student
gaming is found by calculating the exponential of the fitted random
intercept, 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 , for each student as shown in Eq 3. To
investigate RQ2, we divide the data into two subsets, hard sections
and non-hard sections. We set an 80% quantile cutoff of 3.06%
gaming frequency for each section to identify non-highly gamed
sections. There were 164 non-highly gamed sections and 41 highly
gamed sections. Again, the random effects model in Eq 2 was used
for each data subset to estimate student gaming.
For RQ1, we expect student gaming estimates from the random
effects model to better correlate with motivation because the model
takes into account variance in gaming due to sections, which may
not be observed for all students, as well as accounting for statistical
noise due to sampling of a rare event.
For RQ2, we investigate the hypothesis informed by design
principles of psychometric behavioral tasks. Measuring a targeted
construct requires straining the resource and identifying a metric
upon which to differentiate subject performance. Therefore, we
expect estimates of student gaming using only highly gamed
sections will have a more significant relationship with motivational
variables compared to data without highly gamed sections.

5. RESULTS
The results of the partial correlation analysis are shown in Tables
1.1 and 1.2. The first row of both tables present evidence contrary
to the results from [3]. Prior research found correlations with math
interest, effort regulation, and growth mindset using only averages
of observed gaming. However, in this dataset, only interest in the
subject is related to gaming behaviors, and no other motivational
measure has a significant correlation with student’s gaming
frequency.
On the other hand, the second row reflects correlations with student
gaming estimated using a random effects model fitted with all of
the data. In general, more motivational measures are correlated with
these gaming estimates than those derived from the raw
observations, which supports the hypothesis for RQ1. Comparing
these results to [3], there are no direct measures of frustration,
however it is possible that self-efficacy mediates whether student’s
experience of frustration explaining the correlation. Growth
mindset is found to be marginally significant, which further bolsters
the previous mixed evidence for a link between mindsets and
average student gaming.
There are two cells where these correlations do not seem to agree
with prior research. Effort regulation is expected to be correlated
both as a matter of face validity as well as because prior research
found a relationship between gaming and students’ drive to
persevere on academic work.
The link between achievement goals and gaming are mixed. In [3],
the authors assessed performance goals using questions such as, “If
you had your choice, what kind of extra-credit projects would you
most likely do”. It is unclear how this question maps to
achievement goals, however, performance approach goals are not
significant as might be extrapolated from prior work. On the
contrary, mastery approach and performance avoidance goals are
correlated with gaming. This relationship is rationally derived from
the theory on self-regulation and motivation, but not predicted by
specific prior work. Overall, the random effects model yielded a

significant relationship to more motivational constructs than
gaming estimates from raw observations.
Table 1.1 Correlations with Motivation Measures

Observed

Math
Interest
-0.22**

Self
Efficacy
-0.10

Effort
Reg.
-0.11

Growth
Mindset
0.00

All

-0.17*

-0.16*

-0.11

-0.14(.)

High Gaming

-0.19*

-0.14(.)

-0.10

-0.11

Low Gaming

-0.16*

-0.19*

-0.16*

-0.14*

Data Subset

(.) –0.10>p≥0.05, * - p<0.05, ** - p<0.01, *** - p<0.001
Table 1.2 Correlations with Achievement Goals

Observed

Mastery
Approach
-0.03

Performance
Approach
-0.01

Performance
Avoidance
-0.05

All

-0.20**

-0.10

-0.15*

High Gaming

-0.14(.)

-0.08

-0.11

Low Gaming

-0.25***

-0.14(.)

-0.21**

Data Subset

(.) –0.10>p≥0.05, * - p<0.05, ** - p<0.01, *** - p<0.001
The results from estimating gaming using only highly gamed
sections, row #3, are contrary to what is expected. Many of the
correlations that appear when using all of the data, are weakened or
not significant when using only the hardest questions. While the
loss of significance with some constructs could be an artifact of
random sampling from the full dataset, this does not explain the
results seen in the bottom row. When estimating gaming using only
non-highly gamed sections, correlations arise with every available
motivational construct as seen in the fourth row. This is an unlikely
consequence of sampling from the population and supports the idea
that student gaming performance on highly gamed questions is
introducing additional noise to the available signal in the rest of the
data. Thus, the evidence points towards student gaming behaviors
in the non-highly gamed sections as being more informative of
student motivations than behaviors in the highly-gamed sections
where self-regulation is under greater strain.

5.1 Exploring High-gamed sections
One possible explanation for this counterintuitive result is that
gaming in highly gamed sections could be due to poorly designed
content instead of cognitively challenge questions. To quantify
average section difficulty, we calculate the ratio of the number of
steps where student’s first transaction is either a hint request or an
error to the total number of student steps observed for each section
(the assistance score). The highly gamed sections do in fact appear
to be more difficult sections. The average highly-gamed section has
18.3% assistance steps with a standard deviation of 5.2%. The
easiest section in this subset was observed with 9.9% assistance. By
contrast, the average non-highly-gamed section consisted of 9.6%
assistance steps with a standard deviation of 4.1%. Therefore,
students required less overall assistance on the majority of nonhighly-gamed sections than the easiest of the highly-gamed
sections.
If the content, was in fact challenging to students, perhaps the
average questions were beyond the abilities of students to answer.
If students are unmotivated to try on difficult problems, then
students should be most likely to game on the first encounter with
a particular skill. As experience with a skill goes up, perceived

difficulty should go down, thus monotonically reducing the
probability of gaming with each practice opportunity. However, if
a skill is beyond a student’s ability and the student is sufficiently
motivated to attempt to learn, then the student should be less likely
to game on the first encounter of a skill than on subsequent
encounters. In this case, after first encountering a skill, students are
able to assess that the skill is too far beyond their abilities. On
subsequent encounters with the skill, it is an adaptive behavior to
abuse help resources or apply other gaming strategies to acquire the
answer. Prior work has similarly found that not all gaming is
harmful to learning [2], for instance students may be using hints as
a form of worked example [32].

both mastery approach and performance avoidance disagrees with
the results found by [3]. This disagreement could be due to the
independence of achievement goals from each other, where gaming
may be driven by an aggregate motivation of all achievement goals.
More analysis is necessary to bridge this seeming contradiction and
understand how patterns of gaming across problems of varying
difficulty and prior experience might support an interpretation of
gaming as indicative of different achievement goal profiles.
Gaming frequency was leveraged as a proxy measure for a range of
unencoded difficulty factors. While this includes factors such as
poor classroom instruction or a poorly designed cognitive model, it
also encapsulates difficulty of individual problem-steps. A natural
next step would be to investigate how more detailed student skill
models might improve estimates of perceived difficulty and
corresponding enrich model understanding of the nuances of why
students are gaming and how this relates to different motivational
goals.
Prior work has also shown that on longer time-scales, motivational
goals are not necessarily stable [7]. In this study, we looked for
relationships between pre-course motivations and in-course gaming
behaviors. For students with fluctuations in achievement goals or
self-efficacy, the contexts in which such students tend to game or
disengage from the lesson in other manners might similarly change.
Further analysis is necessary to investigate whether variations in
gaming over time are similarly reflective of variations in
motivational goals and dispositions over time.
Furthermore, the study included a fairly large body of students, but
the observations were still limited to a single school in a particular
region of the country with limited ethnic and socio-economic status
diversity represented in the sample. Such factors are known to be
correlated with variations in the types and frequencies of gaming
behaviors observed in the population [23]. As such, we exercise
caution in extrapolating these relationships beyond this
demographic group without further validation.

Figure 3. Comparing gaming on 1st opportunity vs subsequent
In Figure 3, the observed gaming on 1st opportunities and all
subsequent opportunities are compared for each section. Students
in most highly gamed sections, in blue, are more likely to game of
subsequent opportunities than the first. 70.7% of highly gamed
sections share this characteristic as compared to 46.9% of nonhighly gamed sections. This evidence, in additional to the lack of
correlation between gaming on high-gamed sections and student’s
effort regulation supports the rational that gaming is sometime a
somewhat desirable adaptive behavior for students and
observations of gaming and in these sections should be treated
differently than in other sections. In fact, the ratio of gaming on first
opportunity to gaming on subsequent opportunities might be a
valuable measure to incorporate into future motivational
measurement models.

6. DISCUSSION
In this study, we demonstrate that leveraging random effects
models to cope with statistical noise in observations of student’s
tendency to game on any given section better estimates student’s
gaming as related to their motivational goals and dispositions.
Additionally, we provide initial evidence towards a measurement
model of student’s motivational goals and dispositions by
leveraging observations of gaming. Results indicate a relationship
between gaming and motivation that involves an interaction with
the difficulty level and prior experience with a problem.
Several correlations with gaming estimates appear contrary to prior
research and merit further analysis. The significant correlation with

Nonetheless, the results presented in this work lay the groundwork
for further investigation into measurement models of motivational
goals and dispositions that leverage an understanding of the
contexts that strain students’ self-regulation. Such unobtrusive
measurement models hold the keys to a future where schools can
better utilize instructional time that is currently occupied by
standardized test and test-specific preparation while still receiving
the student, and class-level performance measures necessary to
support continuous improvement.
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